Point of Sale
by Computop
HOW OMNICHANNEL
PAYMENT WORKS

Maximum payment convenience
for your buyers and your staff –
also at the point of sale

THE RIGHT SOLUTION
FOR EVERY APPLICATION:
We offer you terminals for acceptance of all relevant card brands,
including common mobile payment
solutions like Apple Pay or Google
Pay. Whether it be desktop, mobile or
stand-alone: We would be pleased to
advise you as to what device is best
suited to your desired application.

HOW YOUR CUSTOMERS BENEFIT:
With our POS solution, you offer your customers all over the world a secure, convenient
purchase experience – no matter with what
payment method.

HOW YOU BENEFIT:
Computop connects your sales channels:
Our system architecture supports important
cross-channel functions such as in-store
orders, in-store returns or click-and-collect
concepts. Fully compatible with the latest
checkout systems from leading manufacturers,
of course.

Highly secure POS payments,
maximum flexibility

YOUR SECURITY
COUNTS

FLEXIBLE CHOICE OF
ACQUIRER

FLEXIBLE CHOICE OF
PAYMENT METHOD

We were the pioneers of P2PE
encryption in Germany. In the
meantime, security at Computop
has received multiple certification.
We protect your card data by means
of point-to-point encryption (PCI
P2PE), and also in accordance with
PCI DSS Level 1. You do not store
any credit card data on your own
servers – this gives you further
protection and saves you the effort
of cumbersome certifications.

With Computop the choice is yours:
If an acquirer makes you a better
offer for card acceptance, you can
make the change by sending a mail
to our support center. Connections
to more than 50 acquirers worldwide
give you the freedom to negotiate
the best terms for your business
model and to remain independent.

Do you want to internationalize
your business while at the same
time optimizing costs? Computop
connects you with the most popular
payment methods from all over the
world and an extensive selection
of acquirer banks. Our Hosted
Payment Page even provides you
with a ready-configured selection
of payment methods for smooth
integration into your online shop.

MAXIMUM CONVENIENCE FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS, WITH ALL RELEVANT PAYMENT METHODS:

*

* Domestic and
international

An overview of
all our payment
methods:

New sales potential with
combined channels: Your
offline business goes online
We integrate the entire payment processing of your stores
into the Computop Paygate. Only in this way can you gain a
genuine overview of your overall business. Only in this way
can we seriously speak of omnichannel payment. And only in
this way can you benefit from new sales potential through
customer-oriented sales and service offers.

A PURCHASE EXPERIENCE
ENCOMPASSING SEVERAL
CHANNELS
… thanks to customer-oriented sales
and services offers such as in-store
return, click-and-collect or in-store
ordering.

REDUCED IT COSTS
… thanks to centralized processing of
all sales channels in the Computop
Paygate.

INTERNATIONAL USABILITY
… with over 50 possible acquirer
connections and a wide selection of
international payment methods.

SIMPLE RECONCILIATION
… thanks to detailed listings and evaluations with the uniform Computop Settlement Files (CTSF) for all cross-channel
transactions.

How your customers can benefit
from the Computop omnichannel
solution:

IN-STORE RETURN
A customer orders online and would like to return the
product at the store, in order to buy other products
there or to be given a credit note via the POS device
(dependent on card scheme).

CLICK-AND-COLLECT
A customer orders online and would like to collect the
item at a store of his or her choice. On checkout the
customer can pay either online, or later on collection at
the POS terminal in the store.

IN-STORE ORDERING
A customer wants to order a product that is not on
stock in the store. The salesperson registers the order
on a tablet, for example, and the customer pays using
a mobile POS terminal. This dispenses with lining up at
the cash register.

Our customers have
their say

With the integration of Computop into our payment
platform we can now centrally regulate our various
payment channels, including POS terminals, and enable
cross-channel transactions.
The use of uniform P2PE card terminals in Sixt corporate
countries has simplified our system landscape and also
ensures utmost security for our customers.

Fabian Mansfeld
Senior Director
Damage Management & Payments, Sixt

The secure and reliable, but also flexible POS solution with the P2PE-certified
CCV terminals from Computop fulfills all our customers’ requirements for
card-supported transaction processing.
This solution makes Paygate a genuinely omnichannel payment platform,
which now allows us to carry out fully integrated, highly complex payment
processes. The design of the solution in the Paygate has shown us once
again that with Computop and its flexibility, we are putting our long-term
trust in the right partner.

Björn Schlesselmann
Managing Director PAPAGENA Projects GmbH
Specialist service provider for payment processing
in the cruise industry

POS terminals
for all applications
CCV FLY NEXT
Your POS is where you are: With its handy format, CCV Fly Next is not bigger than a smartphone and fits into any trouser pocket. This device is a
cost-effective option for mobile dealers who want to offer their customers
quick, convenient card payment.
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⸰
⸰
⸰
⸰
⸰

Card reader: magnetic stripe, chip, contactless
Connectivity: WLAN, Bluetooth, 4G/LTE
Connections: 1 Micro SAM / 1 Micro SIM slot / 1 Micro USB
Screen: Touchscreen incl. PIN input
High-performance processor
High-endurance, long-life battery

CCV MOBILE PREMIUM
The ideal companion for mobile trade and the catering industry: with a
variety of functionalities, e.g. QR and barcode reader and an integrated
printer, CCV Mobile Premium is excellently suited to all outdoor and indoor
mobile applications.
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Card reader: magnetic stripe, chip, contactless, QR & barcodes
(front camera)
Connectivity: a choice of WLAN or 3G (4G on request)
Connections: 1x Micro USB/OTG, 1x SD card slot
Screen: large HD color display with touchscreen, incl. PIN input
and signature pad
High-endurance, long-life battery
Integrated printer

CCV BASE NEXT
Stationary and mobile in one: With a choice of WLAN or cable operation,
CCV Base Next can be quickly integrated into any POS and is thus excellently
suited to flexible, varying retail spaces and room concepts.
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Card reader: magnetic stripe, chip, contactless
Connectivity: WLAN, LAN
Screen: large color display with highly sensitive touchscreen
and signature pad
Rapid processing with new 1 GHz processor generation
Integrated printer

CCV PAD
Well thought-out functionality for trade branches: With its handy dimensions, the CCV pad can be integrated into any POS and can be quickly and
easily integrated into complex register landscapes.
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Compact, easy-to-use POS terminal
Card reader: magnetic stripe, chip, contactless
Connectivity: LAN
Screen: color touch display with signature pad

CCV PAD NEXT
The professional solution for digitized stationary branch retail: Valuable
features such as QR and barcode reader leave nothing to be desired for
the future-oriented dealer with an international clientele.

⸰
⸰
⸰

Card reader: magnetic stripe, chip, contactless, QR & barcodes
(front camera)
Connectivity: LAN, WLAN, Bluetooth, incl. beacon technology
Screen: large color touch display with signature pad

MOBILE A920
The Mobile A920 guarantees smooth payment processes on the sales floor
by combining terminal and POS computer in a single hardware component.
Required applications such as POS software and merchandise management
can be installed easily and conveniently.
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⸰
⸰
⸰

Android-based operating system
Card reader: magnetic stripe, chip, contactless, QR- & barcodes (front camera)
Connectivity: WLAN, 4G, Bluetooth
Screen: 5“ LED colour display with capacitive touch display and integrated
signature pad

Quick, secure card
payment at vending
machines
Along with terminals for store transactions we also offer you
customized concepts for the machine-supported sale of goods
and services. The CCV hardware components OPP COR, SCR
C 60, OPP-C60 and CCV InSync are excellently suited for use
with autofuel terminals, car park ticket or vending machines
and can be flexibly adapted to suit the relevant sales scenario
and local conditions. 							
Get in touch with us. Together we’ll find the ideal solution for
your sales concept

OPP-C60
The OPP-C60 is a standardized payment system for
easy installation in all fuel, parking and ticket vending
machines or kiosk systems. The combination of the
OPP-C60 with the high-secure card reader SCR-C meets
the highest safety requirements.

SCR C 60
The SCR-C 60 is a hybrid card reader. It uses modern
CryptoHead encryption, i.e. an encoding reader for
magnetic stripes. The Combination of OPP-C60 and
SCR-C is the benchmark for quality and safety in the
industry.

OPP COR
With the inexpensive combination COR (Contactless
Only Reader) and OPP-C60, payments made on machines
will become faster and more comfortable. Contactless
payment is especially important for highly frequented
vending machines in industries prone to hectic and time
pressure.

INSYNC
The CCV InSync payment terminal combines chip card,
contactless and magnetic card reader in one device.
Thanks to the integrated beacon technology, the vending
machine can contact its customers directly within a close
range and, for example, send current offers to their
smartphones.

Do you have any questions
about the Computop
solutions? Our experts will
be pleased to help you.
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